MW608 Series
Overhead Concealed Door Closer
Center Pivot

Hollow Metal Jamb Installation

NOTES:
1. Do not scale drawing.
2. 2" (50.8) x 5-1/2" (139.7) minimum width head frame.
3. Single acting operation requires a door stop on the underside of frame.
4. All dimensions given in inches (mm).

Step No. 1 Bracket (2 Req'd by Others)

Drill & Tap for 1/4-20 FHMS With Undercut (2 Places)

Step No. 2 Mounting Channel Assembly

Step No. 3 Head Frame Installation

Under Side of Head Frame

Vertically Adjustable Pivot

Bottom Pivot

3/16 (4.8) Nominal Clearance Between Bottom of Door and Finished Floor or Top Surface of Threshold

13-3/8 (339.7) Length of Cutout for Header Box

Must Be Held

2-3/4 (69.9)
3-7/16 (87.3)
3-1/4 (72.4)
3-11/16 (92.9)
6-3/8 (161.9)
13-1/4 (336.6)

Closer Spindle
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